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The Eco-Sense Worm Biofilter is designed for greywater filtration. It removes organic particles and
grease, prior to final dispersal.
The worm biofilter will contain potential human pathogens, therefore it must be kept in a child proof place,
preferably set into the ground with a heavy or locked lid. Keeping it in the ground, creates a "worm
friendly", cool and dark environment, that will not freeze during the winter in our Pacific Northwest climate.
If this PDF is of value, we appreciate donations for making this information available. Donations can be
mailed to Eco-Sense, 3295 Compton Rd, Victoria, BC, V9E 1C8.

Three Rules for Grey Water:
1NEVER apply grey water above ground - always distribute subsurface,
2Never apply to vegetables. Grey water is best used to irrigate woody fruit/nut trees and
ornamentals
3Do not store greywater for more than 24hrs as it will become anaerobic and toxic
Living with greywater and other resources:
Greywater reuse requires more hands on effort on the part of the owner. This includes the need to learn
basic grey water skills, to understanding the seasonal maintenance of the systems, and to make lifestyle
choices to avoid putting toxins into the waste water stream. Most greywater systems require
maintenance; including servicing filters, mulch in the worm biofilter and maintaining the grey water
distribution system.
- This PDF is additional to the Eco-Sense grey water notes booklet which talks about grey water
distribution systems and other things. http://ecosenseliving.files.wordpress.com/2010/01/grey-watercourse.pdf
- Read "Create a Greywater Oasis" by Art Ludwig to learn much more about grey water

Materials:
60 gallon HDPE marine potable water tank
Two 2 inch bulk head fittings (for both the inlet and drain on the tank
Aprox 36 inches of plastic 2x6 decking (to hold screens in place)
20 " of either ABS or PVC 2" pipe (holes are drilled through this pipe - inlet pipe)
Two 2" couplings - 2" glue joint x 2" male thread
1 peice of window screen as large as the cross sectional width of your tank (aprox 16" x 24")
1 piece of 1/4" hardware cloth the same size as filter screen
1/2" PEX tubing and elbows (cut to fit to make screen supports - dimension will depend on tank size)
Aprox 30" of stainless steel piano hinge and enough #6x3/8" screws to attach hinge (aprox 20)
Tools:
Drill and 5/8" or 1/2" drill bit
A saw you feel comfortable cutting plastic with - jig saw or fine tooth hand saw

The Inner Guts
The plastic decking we found has 3 groove on the under side. These grooves act as the sleeve in which the
screens (made of 1/2" PEX tubing) slide in nicely. The decking is cut to length at about 3/4 the height of the
tank. These screens are meant to stop mulch and worm castings from migrating out of the composting section
into the drain section - key point being that the screens are meant as a barrier between compartments.
The drain has a rolled up section of 1/4" hardware cloth stuck inside. This is to stop the pumice/lava rock or
gravel in the drainage compartment from entering the drain.
The inlet pipe has one of the couplings glued on one end… this screws into the inlet bulk head fitting. This pipe
also will have 50 - 60 5/8" or 1/2" holes drilled all the way around and along its surface.

